
Who knows ?



• „kulturerbe“ is German for „Cultural heritage“

• „digital“ is German for „digital“

So, what should be expected from a website with the URL „www.kulturerbe-digital.de“ ?



This is the website … (at the moment)



The website does not focus on digital German cultural heritage – at least not directly



The website does not focus on digital German cultural heritage – at least not directly

Instead: The website focusses on projects and institutions that digitize German cultural heritage



kulturerbe-digital is an „old“ project that startet around 2007 with a simple idea:

Already then a lot of digitization was carried out in German cultural heritage
institutions. Most often in form of projects.

Digitization projects might create wonderful results, but: they only last a certain time, 
often only two to three years.

At the end of a project digital copies or software created are available for further use. 
What about the knowledge and experience created and gathered while conducting
the project?

It is „knowledge“ of the kind of …
• Where to get money for a certain kind of digitization project ?
• What pitfalls and errors should be avoided in a digitization project ?
• How will an optimal workflow for my digitization project look like ?
• …

Things become much easier and more effective if those planing digitization projects
can learn from those who conducted similar projects before.



That is the aim of www.kulturerbe-digital.de:

Collect and present information about who did what when where and how in 
digitizing cultural heritage in Germany

We collect and publish names, adresses, key persons, locations for
• projects (collecting also descriptions and reports)
• digitizing institutions
• funding institutions
• funding programs
to enable networking and transfer of knowledge and experience.

Supposed you are a German museum that wants to digitize its photographic collection
you easily can check at kulturerbe-digital.de whether some other institution (archive, 
library, museum, …) in your region carried out a similar project before. Now you know
whom to contact.



Well … www.kulturerbe-digital.de itself was a project, it had the fate of all projects …



Well … www.kulturerbe-digital.de itself was a project, it had the fate of all projects …

Not totally: After the project ended the Institute for Museum Research kept the
platform running for some years with new database entries coming in only now and
then. Then the ISP changed his systems and stopped supporting the platform – a 
freeze was the result.

Finally, in 2017 it was possible to acquire some resources to revive the system, update 
the content and significantly extend the number of projects.

Why doing it?

Because even though now many more institutions digitize in many more projects than
in 2007 – the basic idea of www.kulturerbe-digital.de still holds true in 2017:

We have to build networks based on knowledge and experience.



We have to build networks based on knowledge and experience.

If you are not from Germany, feel free to copy the idea (it is Open Source!)


